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Abstract
The goal of universal machine translation is to
learn to translate between any pair of languages.
Despite impressive empirical results and an in-
creasing interest in massively multilingual mod-
els, theoretical analysis on translation errors made
by such universal machine translation models is
only nascent. In this paper, we formally prove cer-
tain impossibilities of this endeavour in general,
as well as prove positive results in the presence of
additional (but natural) structure of data. For the
former, we derive a lower bound on the transla-
tion error in the many-to-many translation setting,
which shows that any algorithm aiming to learn
shared sentence representations among multiple
language pairs has to make a large translation er-
ror on at least one of the translation tasks, if no
assumption on the structure of the languages is
made. For the latter, we show that if the paired
documents in the corpus follow a natural encoder-
decoder generative process, we can expect a natu-
ral notion of “generalization”: a linear number of
language pairs, rather than quadratic, suffices to
learn a good representation. Our theory also ex-
plains what kinds of connection graphs between
pairs of languages are better suited: ones with
longer paths result in worse sample complexity.
We believe our theoretical insights and implica-
tions contribute to the future algorithmic design
of universal machine translation.

1. Introduction
Despite impressive improvements in neural machine transla-
tion (NMT), training a large multilingual NMT model with
hundreds of millions of parameters usually requires a col-
lection of parallel corpora at a large scale, on the order of
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millions or even billions of aligned sentences (Johnson et al.,
2017; Arivazhagan et al., 2019) for supervised training. Al-
though it is possible to automatically crawl the web (Nie
et al., 1999; Resnik, 1999; Resnik & Smith, 2003) to collect
parallel sentences for high-resource language pairs such as
German-English and Chinese-English, it is often infeasi-
ble to manually translate large amounts of documents for
low-resource language pairs, e.g., Nepali-English, Sinhala-
English (Guzmán et al., 2019). Much recent progress in
low-resource machine translation, has been driven by the
idea of universal machine translation (UMT), also known
as multilingual machine translation (Zoph & Knight, 2016;
Johnson et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2018), which aims at train-
ing one single NMT to translate between multiple source
and target languages. Typical UMT models leverage ei-
ther a single shared encoder or language-specific encoders
to map all source languages to a shared space, and trans-
late the source sentences to a target language by a decoder.
Inspired by the idea of UMT, there has been a recent trend to-
wards learning language-invariant embeddings for multiple
source languages in a shared latent space, which eases the
cross-lingual generalization from high-resource languages
to low-resource languages on many tasks, e.g., parallel cor-
pus mining (Schwenk, 2018; Artetxe & Schwenk, 2019),
sentence classification (Conneau et al., 2018b), cross-lingual
information retrieval (Litschko et al., 2018), and dependency
parsing (Kondratyuk & Straka, 2019), just to name a few.

The idea of finding an abstract “lingua franca” is very intu-
itive and the empirical results are impressive, yet theoretical
understanding of various aspects of universal machine trans-
lation is limited. In this paper, we particularly focus on two
basic questions:

1. How can we measure the inherent tradeoff between the
quality of translation and how language-invariant a
representation is?

2. How many language pairs do we need aligned sen-
tences for, to be able to translate between any pair of
languages?

Toward answering the first question, we show that in a
completely assumption-free setup on the languages and dis-
tribution of the data, it is impossible to avoid making a large
translation error on at least one pair of the translation tasks.
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Informally we highlight our first theorem as follows, and
provide the formal statements in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

Theorem 1.1 (Impossibility, Informal). There exist a choice
of distributions over documents from different languages, s.t.
for any choice of maps from the language to a common rep-
resentation, at least one of the translation pairs must incur a
high cost. In addition, there is an inherent tradeoff between
the translation quality and the degree of representation in-
variance w.r.t. languages: the better the language invariance,
the higher the cost on at least one of the translation pairs.

To answer the second question, we show that under fairly
mild generative assumptions on the aligned documents, it
is possible to not only do well on all of the pairwise trans-
lations, but also be able to do so after only seeing aligned
documents of a linear number of languages, rather than
a quadratic one. We summarize the second theorem as
follows, and provide a formal statement in Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 1.2 (Sample complexity, Informal). Under a gen-
erative model where the documents for each language are
generated from a “ground-truth” encoder-decoder model,
after seeing aligned documents for a linear number of pairs
of languages, we can learn encoders/decoders that perform
well on any unseen language pair.

Notation and Setup We first introduce the notation used
throughout the paper and then briefly describe the problem
setting of universal machine translation.

We use L to denote the set of all possible languages, e.g.,
{English,French,German,Chinese, . . .}. For any language
L ∈ L, we associate with L an alphabet ΣL that contains
all the symbols from L. Note that we assume |ΣL| < ∞,
∀L ∈ L, but different languages could potentially share part
of the alphabet. Given a language L, a sentence x in L is
a sequence of symbols from ΣL, and we denote Σ∗L as the
set of all sentences generated from ΣL. Note that since in
principle different languages could share the same alphabet,
to avoid ambiguity, for each language L, there is a unique
token 〈L〉 ∈ ΣL and 〈L〉 6∈ Σ′L,∀L′ 6= L. The goal of the
unique token 〈L〉 is used to denote the source sentence, and
a sentence x in L will have a unique prefix 〈L〉 to indicate
that x ∈ Σ∗L. Also, in this manuscript we will use sentence
and string interchangeably.

Formally, let {Li}i∈[K] be the set of K source languages
and L 6∈ {Li}i∈[K] be the target language we are interested
in translating to. For a pair of languages L and L′, we
use DL,L′ to denote the joint distribution over the parallel
sentence pairs from L and L′. Given this joint distribution,
we also useDL,L′(L) to mean the marginal distribution over
sentences from L. Likewise we use DL,L′(L′) to denote the
corresponding marginal distribution over sentences from L′.
Finally, for two sets A and B, we use A tB to denote the
disjoint union of A and B.

2. Related Work
Multilingual Machine Translation Early studies on multi-
lingual machine translation mostly focused on pivot meth-
ods (Och & Ney, 2001; Cohn & Lapata, 2007; De Gis-
pert & Marino; Utiyama & Isahara, 2007) that use one
pivot language to connect the translation between ultimate
source and target languages, and train two separate statis-
tical translation models (Koehn et al., 2003). Since the
successful application of encoder-decoder architectures in
sequential tasks (Sutskever et al., 2014), neural machine
translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016) has
made it feasible to jointly learn from parallel corpora in
multiple language pairs, and perform translation to multiple
languages by a single model. Existing studies have been
proposed to explore different variants of encoder-decoder
architectures by using separate encoders (decoders) for mul-
tiple source (target) languages (Dong et al., 2015; Firat et al.,
2016a;b; Zoph & Knight, 2016; Platanios et al., 2018) or
sharing the weight of a single encoder (decoder) for all
source (target) languages (Ha et al., 2016; Johnson et al.,
2017). Recent advances of universal neural machine trans-
lation have also been applied to improve low-resource ma-
chine translation (Neubig & Hu, 2018; Gu et al., 2018;
Arivazhagan et al., 2019; Aharoni et al., 2019) and down-
stream NLP tasks (Artetxe & Schwenk, 2019; Schwenk &
Douze, 2017). Despite the recent empirical success, theo-
retical understanding is only nascent. Our work takes a first
step towards better understanding the limitation of existing
approaches and proposes a sufficient generative assumption
that guarantees the success of universal machine translation.

Invariant Representations The line of work on seek-
ing a shared multilingual embedding space started from
learning cross-lingual word embeddings from parallel cor-
pora (Gouws et al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015; Faruqui &
Dyer, 2014; Artetxe et al., 2017; Conneau et al., 2018a),
and later extended to learning cross-lingual contextual rep-
resentations (Devlin et al., 2019; Lample & Conneau, 2019;
Huang et al., 2019; Conneau et al., 2019) from monolingual
corpora. The idea of learning invariant representations is
not unique in machine translation. In fact, similar ideas
have already been used in other contexts, including domain
adaptation (Ganin et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2018; 2019b;
Combes et al., 2020), fair representations (Zemel et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhao & Gordon, 2019; Zhao et al.,
2019a) and counterfactual reasoning in causal inference (Jo-
hansson et al., 2016; Shalit et al., 2017). Different from
these existing work, our work provides the first impossibil-
ity theorem on learning language-invariant representations
in terms of recovering a perfect translator under the setting
of sequence to sequence learning. Furthermore, we also
give a generative model assumption under which we show
that generalization over unseen language pairs is possible
by learning language-invariant representations.
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3. An Impossibility Theorem
In this section, for the clarity of presentation, we first focus
the deterministic setting where for each language pair L 6=
L′, there exists a ground-truth translator f∗L→L′ : Σ∗L →
Σ∗L′ that takes an input sentence x from the source language
L and outputs the ground-truth translation f∗L→L′(x) ∈ Σ∗L′ .
Later we shall extend the setup to allow a probabilistic
extension as well. Before we proceed, we first describe
some concepts that will be used in the discussion.

Given a feature map g : X → Z that maps instances from
the input space X to feature space Z , we define g]D :=
D ◦ g−1 to be the induced (pushforward) distribution of
D under g, i.e., for any event E′ ⊆ Z , Prg]D(E′) :=
PrD(g−1(E′)) = PrD({x ∈ X | g(x) ∈ E′}). For two
distribution D and D′ over the same sample space, we use
the total variation distance to measure the discrepancy them:
dTV(D,D′) := supE |PrD(E) − PrD′(E)|, where E is
taken over all the measurable events under the common
sample space. We use 1I(E) to denote the indicator function
which takes value 1 iff the event E is true otherwise 0.

In general, given two sentences x and x′, we use `(x, x′) to
denote the loss function used to measure their distance. For
example, we could use a 0−1 loss function `0−1(x, x′) = 0
iff x = x′ else 1. If both x and x′ are embedded in the same
Euclidean space, we could also use the squared loss `2(x, x′)
as a more refined measure. To measure the performance of
a translator f on a given language pair L → L′ w.r.t. the
ground-truth translator f∗L→L′ , we define the error as

ErrL→L
′

D (f) := ED [`0−1(f(X), f∗L→L′(X))] ,

which is the translation error of f as compared to the ground-
truth translator f∗L→L′ . For universal machine translation,
the input string of the translator can be any sentence from
any language. To this end, let Σ∗ be the union of all the
sentences/strings from all the languages of interest: Σ∗ :=⋃
L∈L Σ∗L. Then a universal machine translator of target

language L ∈ L is a mapping fL : Σ∗ → Σ∗L. In words, fL
takes as input a string (from one of the possible languages)
and outputs the corresponding translation in target language
L. It is not hard to see that for such task there exists a perfect
translator f∗L:

f∗L(x) =
∑
L′∈L

1I(x ∈ Σ∗L′) · f∗L′→L(x). (1)

Note that {Σ∗L′ | L′ ∈ L} forms a partition of Σ∗, so exactly
one of the indicator 1I(x ∈ Σ∗L′) in (1) will take value 1.

Given a target language L, existing approaches for universal
machine seek to find an intermediate space Z , such that
source sentences from different languages are aligned within
Z . In particular, for each source language L′, the goal is to
find a feature mapping gL′ : Σ∗L′ → Z so that the induced

distributions of different languages are close in Z . The next
step is to construct a decoder h : Z → Σ∗L that maps feature
representation in Z to sentence in the target language L.

One interesting question about the idea of learning language-
invariant representations is that, whether such method will
succeed even under the benign setting where there is a
ground-truth universal translator and the learner has access
to infinite amount of data with unbounded computational
resources. That is, we are interested in understanding the
information-theoretic limit of such methods for universal
machine translation.

In this section we first present an impossibility theorem
in the restricted setting of translating from two source lan-
guages L0 and L1 to a target language L. Then we will use
this lemma to prove a lower bound of the universal trans-
lation error in the general many-to-many setting. We will
mainly discuss the implications and intuition of our theoret-
ical results and use figures to help illustrate the high-level
idea of the proof. We refer readers to the appendix for all
the detailed proofs.

3.1. Two-to-One Translation

Recall that for each translation task Li → L, we have a
joint distribution DLi,L over the aligned source-target sen-
tences. For convenience of notation, we useDi to denote the
marginal distribution DLi,L(Li) when the target language
L is clear from the context. Given a fixed constant ε > 0,
we first define the ε-universal language mapping:

Definition 3.1 (ε-Universal Language Mapping). A map
g :

⋃
i∈[K] Σ∗Li

→ Z is called an ε-universal language
mapping if dTV(g]Di, g]Dj) ≤ ε, ∀i 6= j.

In particular, if ε = 0, we call the corresponding feature
mapping a universal language mapping. In other words,
a universal language mapping perfectly aligns the feature
representations of different languages in feature space Z .
The following lemma provides a useful tool to connect the
0-1 translation error and the TV distance between the corre-
sponding distributions.

Lemma 3.1. Let Σ :=
⋃
L∈L ΣL and DΣ be a lan-

guage model over Σ∗. For any two string-to-string maps
f, f ′ : Σ∗ → Σ∗, let f]DΣ and f ′]DΣ be the correspond-
ing pushforward distributions. Then dTV(f]DΣ, f

′
]DΣ) ≤

PrDΣ(f(X) 6= f ′(X)) where X ∼ DΣ.

The next lemma follows from the data-processing inequality
for total variation and it shows that if languages are close
in a feature space, then any decoder cannot increase the
corresponding discrepancy in the output space.

Lemma 3.2. (Data-processing inequality) Let D and D′ be
any distributions over Z , then for any decoder h : Z → Σ∗L,
dTV(h]D, h]D′) ≤ dTV(D,D′).
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Figure 1. Proof by picture: Language-invariant representation g
induces the same feature distribution over Z , which leads to the
same output distribution over the target language Σ∗L. However,
the parallel corpora of the two translation tasks in general have
different marginal distributions over the target language, hence a
triangle inequality over the output distributions gives the desired
lower bound.

As a direct corollary, this implies that any distributions
induced by a decoder over ε-universal language mapping
must also be close in the output space:

Corollary 3.1. If g : Σ∗ → Z is an ε-universal language
mapping, then for any decoder h : Z → Σ∗L, dTV((h ◦
g)]D0, (h ◦ g)]D1) ≤ ε.
With the above tools, we can state the following theorem that
characterizes the translation error in a two-to-one setting:

Theorem 3.1. (Lower bound, Two-to-One) Consider a set-
ting of universal machine translation task with two source
languages where Σ∗ = Σ∗L0

⋃
Σ∗L1

and the target language
is L. Let g : Σ∗ → Z be an ε-universal language mapping,
then for any decoder h : Z → Σ∗L, we have

ErrL0→L
D0

(h ◦ g) + ErrL1→L
D1

(h ◦ g)

≥ dTV(DL0,L(L),DL1,L(L))− ε. (2)

Remark Recall that under our setting, there exists a per-
fect translator f∗L : Σ∗ → Σ∗L in (1) that achieves zero
translation error on both translation tasks. Nevertheless, the
lower bound in Theorem 3.1 shows that one cannot hope
to simultaneously minimize the joint translation error on
both tasks through universal language mapping. Second,
the lower bound is algorithm-independent and it holds even
with unbounded computation and data. Third, the lower
bound also holds even if all the data are perfect, in the sense
that all the data are sampled from the perfect translator on
each task. Hence, the above result could be interpreted as
a kind of uncertainty principle in the context of universal
machine translation, which says that any decoder based on
language-invariant representations has to achieve a large
translation error on at least one pair of translation task. We
provide a proof-by-picture in Fig. 1 to illustrate the main
idea underlying the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the special case
where ε = 0.

The lower bound is large whenever the distribution over
target sentences differ between these two translation tasks.

This often happens in practical scenarios where the parallel
corpus of high-resource language pair contains texts over a
diverse domain whereas as a comparison, parallel corpus of
low-resource language pair only contains target translations
from a specific domain, e.g., sports, news, product reviews,
etc. Such negative impact on translation quality due to do-
main mismatch between source and target sentences has
also recently been observed and confirmed in practical uni-
versal machine translation systems, see Shen et al. (2019)
and Pires et al. (2019) for more empirical corroborations.

3.2. Many-to-Many Translation

Theorem 3.1 presents a negative result in the setting where
we have two source languages and one target language for
translation. Nevertheless universal machine translation sys-
tems often involve multiple input and output languages si-
multaneously (Wu et al., 2016; Ranzato et al., 2019; Artetxe
& Schwenk, 2019; Johnson et al., 2017). In this section
we shall extend the previous lower bound in the simple
two-to-one setting to the more general translation task of
many-to-many setting.

To enable such extension, i.e., to be able to make use of mul-
tilingual data within a single system, we need to modify the
input sentence to introduce the language token 〈L〉 at the be-
ginning of the input sentence to indicate the target language
L the model should translate to. This simple modification
has already been used in practical MT systems (Johnson
et al., 2017, Section 3). As an example, consider the follow-
ing English sentence to be translated to French,

〈English〉 Hello, how are you?

It will be modified to:

〈French〉〈English〉 Hello, how are you?

Note that the first token is used to indicate the target lan-
guage to translate to while the second one is used to indicate
the source language to avoid the ambiguity due to the poten-
tial overlapping alphabets between different languages.

Recall in Definition 3.1 we define a language map g to
be ε-universal iff dTV(g]Di, g]Dj) ≤ ε, ∀i, j. This defini-
tion is too stringent in the many-to-many translation setting
since this will imply that the feature representations lose
the information about which target language to translate to.
In what follows we shall first provide a relaxed definition
of ε-universal language mapping in the many-to-many set-
ting and then show that even under this relaxed definition,
learning universal machine translator via language-invariant
representations is impossible in the worst case.

Definition 3.2 (ε-Universal Language Mapping, Many–
to-Many). Let DLi,Lk

, i, k ∈ [K] be the joint distri-
bution of sentences (parallel corpus) in translating from
Li to Lk. A map g :

⋃
i∈[K] Σ∗Li

→ Z is called an
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ε-universal language mapping if there exists a partition
of Z = tk∈[K]Zk such that ∀k ∈ [K] and ∀i 6= j,
g]DLi,Lk

(Li) and g]DLj ,Lk
(Lj) are supported on Zk and

dTV(g]DLi,Lk
(Li), g]DLj ,Lk

(Lj)) ≤ ε.
First of all, it is clear that when there is only one target lan-
guage, then Definition 3.2 reduces to Definition 3.1. Next,
the partition of the feature space Z = tk∈[K]Zk essentially
serves as a way to determine the target languageL the model
should translate to. Note that it is important here to enforce
the partitioning condition of the feature space Z , otherwise
there will be ambiguity in determining the target language
to translate to.

With the above extensions, now we are ready to present the
following theorem which gives a lower bound for both the
maximum error as well as the average error in the many-to-
many universal translation setting.

Theorem 3.2. (Lower bound, Many-to-Many) Consider a
universal machine translation task where Σ∗ =

⋃
i∈[K] Σ∗Li

.
Let DLi,Lk

, i, k ∈ [K] be the joint distribution of sentences
(parallel corpus) in translating from Li to Lk. If g : Σ∗ →
Z be an ε-universal language mapping, then for any decoder
h : Z → Σ∗, we have

max
i,k∈[K]

ErrLi→Lk

DLi,Lk
(h ◦ g) ≥

1

2
max
k∈[K]

max
i 6=j

dTV(DLi,Lk
(Lk),DLj ,Lk

(Lk))− ε

2
,

1

K2

∑
i,k∈[K]

ErrLi→Lk

DLi,Lk
(h ◦ g) ≥

1

K2(K − 1)

∑
k∈[K]

∑
i<j

dTV(DLi,Lk
(Lk),DLj ,Lk

(Lk))− ε

2
.

It is clear that both lower bounds in Theorem 3.2 include
the many-to-one setting as a special case. The proof of
Theorem 3.2 essentially applies the lower bound in Theo-
rem 3.1 iteratively. Again, the underlying reason for such
negative result to hold in the worst case is due to the mis-
match of distributions of the target language in different
pairs of translation tasks. It should also be noted that the
results in Theorem 3.2 hold even if language-dependent
encoders are used, as long as they induce invariant feature
representations for the source languages.

How to Bypass this Limitation? There are various ways
to get around the limitations pointed out by the theorems in
this section.

One way is to allow the decoder h to have access to the
input sentences (besides the language-invariant representa-
tions) during the decoding process – e.g. via an attention
mechanism on the input level. Technically, such informa-
tion flow from input sentences during decoding would break

the Markov structure of “input-representation-output” in
Fig. 1, which is an essential ingredient in the proof of
Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. Intuitively, in this case
both language-invariant (hence language-independent) and
language-dependent information would be used.

Another way would be to assume extra structure on the dis-
tributions DLi,Lj

, i.e., by assuming some natural language
generation process for the parallel corpora that are used
for training (Cf. Section 4). Since languages share a lot of
semantic and syntactic characteristics, this would make a lot
of sense — and intuitively, this is what universal translation
approaches are banking on. In the next section we will do
exactly this — we will show that under a suitable generative
model, not only will there be a language-invariant represen-
tation, but it will be learnable using corpora from a very
small (linear) number of pairs of language.

4. Sample Complexity under a Generative
Model

The results from the prior sections showed that absent ad-
ditional assumptions on the distributions of the sentences
in the corpus, there is a fundamental limitation on learning
language-invariant representations for universal machine
translation. Note that our negative result also holds in the
setting where there exists a ground-truth universal machine
translator – it’s just that learning language-invariant repre-
sentations cannot recover this ground-truth translator.

In this section we show that with additional natural struc-
ture on the distribution of the corpora we can resolve this
issue. The structure is a natural underlying generative model
from which sentences from different languages are gener-
ated, which “models” a common encoder-decoder structure
that has been frequently used in practice (Cho et al., 2014;
Sutskever et al., 2014; Ha et al., 2016). Under this setting,
we show that it is not only possible to learn the optimal
translator, but it is possible to do so only seeing documents
from only a small subset of all the possible language pairs.

Moreover, we will formalize a notion of “sample complexity”
in terms of number of pairs of languages for which parallel
corpora are necessary, and how it depends on the structure
of the connection graph between language pairs.

We first describe our generative model for languages and
briefly talk about why such generative model could help to
overcome the negative result in Theorem 3.2.

4.1. Language Generation Process and Setup

Language Generative Process The language generation
process is illustrated in Fig. 2. Formally, we assume the
existence of a shared “semantic space” Z . Furthermore,
for every language L ∈ L, we have a “ground truth” pair
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<latexit sha1_base64="p+zgVHZdhfBBRzbhKMT912rjbfE=">AAAEc3icfZNNbxMxEIbdJkAJXy0ce1k1VOJClKBKwKFSBVQKEoeSJmlFEkVe7ySx4o+t7c2XtT+BK/w2fgh3vElQEq/A0kqjed6Zd3fWE8aMalOt/trbLxTv3X9w8LD06PGTp88Oj563tUwUgRaRTKrbEGtgVEDLUMPgNlaAecjgJhx/zPjNBJSmUjTNPIYex0NBB5Rg41LXX/rV/mG5WqkuT5APauugjNbnqn9U+NaNJEk4CEMY1rpTq8amZ7EylDBIS91EQ4zJGA+h40KBOeieXb5rGpy6TBQMpHKPMMEyu11hMdd6zkOn5NiMtM+y5L+YGfHUz2UuOg2WZ4c5sZGS6d2KrG8+3UnM4F3PUhEnBgRZfcUgYYGRQTbVIKIKiGFzF2CiqBtEQEZYYWLc7EungW8R44VMSzsWHI9BScndpLAgwNwLCJgSyTkWke1SEaW2m9WGof2cenQKdDgyfwUDO/UFs9kGznw4n2/g3IeLxQYucr7T/3jqWKwpwcxe57FRAFuKpq+o17do3aeglLtQtjvBCmJNmRSeIHLrs9Xgk98gggHcZQ1IdpPdRRTnvsWd06T2fEviKS5n8ea3XPoOjcYGNnL2ZpLaqL8SKG6b7TRN3TbW/N3LB+03ldpZ5f3Xs/LFh/VeHqBjdIJeoRp6iy5QHV2hFiJoiL6jH+hn4XfxuHhSfLmS7u+ta16gnVN8/QexbJFO</latexit>

E0

<latexit sha1_base64="iWWkrAOs6x5lOOqaEkgKx17fmdM=">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</latexit>

D0

<latexit sha1_base64="ZTot4D6QTuURmbFcSETjchFHOn4=">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</latexit>

L1

<latexit sha1_base64="TlmBtWJ0pvrt7ZTDgngFL22NqUA=">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</latexit>

E1

<latexit sha1_base64="NOEYY0vViegnFWr7Gzf9b2cFolI=">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</latexit>

D1

<latexit sha1_base64="ngogVpMrmfumJz3stwEBTqpPDkg=">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</latexit>

L2

<latexit sha1_base64="ACAmcMVZ3Tb+I8CUnOwJ/ciolNs=">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</latexit>

E2

<latexit sha1_base64="fBy1UfNpo9gEgouHA1/VdfGU8Hs=">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</latexit>

D2

<latexit sha1_base64="VozjWCRcfVZw6PCUtffb2BClkIY=">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</latexit>

LK

<latexit sha1_base64="9XT/8w3DIduuh9fS3Oe6XTGPzMc=">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</latexit>

EK

<latexit sha1_base64="ylLviHlOEmDZJWzDS93rL5VEmJM=">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</latexit>

DK

<latexit sha1_base64="wpcj6217NuzCZQodLhEjXHyINFQ=">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</latexit>

Z =

<latexit sha1_base64="BLxSdiz+fsPeIcDCMdr5IodKqqI=">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</latexit>

Representation Space

D(Z)

<latexit sha1_base64="ytkjwnxmua2iA9A1jNI9MgXF+FA=">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</latexit>

Figure 2. An encoder-decoder generative model of translation pairs.
There is a global distribution D over representation space Z , from
which sentences of language Li are generated via decoder Di.
Similarly, sentences could also be encoded via Ei to Z .

of encoder and decoder (EL,DL), where EL : Rd →
Rd, EL ∈ F is bijective and DL = E−1

L . We assume
that F has a group structure under function composition:
namely, for ∀f1, f2 ∈ F , we have that f−1

1 , f−1
2 ∈ F and

f1 ◦ f−1
2 , f2 ◦ f−1

1 ∈ F (e.g., a typical example of such
group is the general linear group F = GLd(R)).

To generate a pair of aligned sentences for two languages
L,L′, we first sample a z ∼ D, and subsequently generate

x = DL(z), x′ = DL′(z), (3)

where the x is a vector encoding of the appropriate sentence
in L (e.g., a typical encoding is a frequency count of the
words in the sentence, or a sentence embedding using vari-
ous neural network models (Zhao et al., 2015; Kiros et al.,
2015; Wang et al., 2017)). Similarly, x′ is the correspond-
ing sentence in L′. Reciprocally, given a sentence x from
language L, the encoder EL maps the sentence x into its
corresponding latent vector in Z: z = EL(x).

We note that we assume this deterministic map between z
and x for simplicity of exposition—in Section 4.4 we will
extend the results to the setting where x has a conditional
distribution given z of a parametric form.

We will assume the existence of a graph H capturing the
pairs of languages for which we have aligned corpora –
we can think of these as the “high-resource” pairs of lan-
guages. For each edge in this graph, we will have a corpus
S = {(xi, x′i)}ni=1 of aligned sentences.1 The goal will be
to learn encoder/decoders that perform well on the poten-
tially unseen pairs of languages. To this end, we will be
providing a sample complexity analysis for the number of

1In general each edge can have different number of aligned
sentences. We use the same number of aligned sentences n just for
the ease of presentation.

paired sentences for each pair of languages with an edge
in the graph, so we will need a measure of the complexity
of F . We will use the covering number, though our proofs
are flexible, and similar results would hold for Rademacher
complexity, VC dimension, or any of the usual complexity
measures.

Definition 4.1 (Covering number). For any ε > 0, the cov-
ering number N (F , ε) of the function class F under the
`∞ norm is the minimum number k ∈ N such that F could
be covered with k (`∞) balls of radius ε, i.e., there exists
{f1, . . . , fk} ⊆ F such that, for all f ∈ F , there exists
i ∈ [k] with ‖f − fi‖∞ = maxx∈Rd ‖f(x)− fi(x)‖2 ≤ ε.
Finally, we will assume that the functions in F are bounded
and Lipschitz:

Assumption 4.1 (Smoothness and Boundedness). F is
bounded under the ‖ · ‖∞ norm, i.e., there exists M > 0,
such that ∀f ∈ F , ‖f‖∞ ≤ M . Furthermore, there ex-
ists 0 ≤ ρ < ∞, such that for ∀x, x′ ∈ Rd, ∀f ∈ F ,
‖f(x)− f(x′)‖2 ≤ ρ · ‖x− x′‖2.

Training Procedure Turning to the training procedure,
we will be learning encoders EL ∈ F for each language
L. The decoder for that language will be E−1

L , which is
well defined since F has a group structure. Since we are
working with a vector space, rather than using the (crude)
0-1 distance, we will work with a more refined loss metric
for a translation task L→ L′:

ε(EL, EL′) := ‖E−1
L′ ◦ EL −E−1

L′ ◦EL‖2`2(DL]D). (4)

Note that the `2 loss is taken over the distribution of the input
samples DL]D = E−1

L ]D, which is the natural one under
our generative process. Again, the above error measures
the discrepancy between the predicted translation w.r.t. the
one give by the ground-truth translator, i.e., the composition
of encoder EL and decoder DL′ . Straightforwardly, the
empirical error over a corpus S = {(xi, x′i)}ni=1 of aligned
sentences for a pair of languages (L,L′) is defined by

ε̂S(EL, EL′) :=
1

n

∑
i∈[n]

‖E−1
L′ ◦ EL(xi)− x′i‖22, (5)

where S is generated by the generation process. Following
the paradigm of empirical risk minimization, the loss to
train the encoders will be the obvious one:

min
{EL,L∈L}

∑
(L,L′)∈H

ε̂S(EL, EL′). (6)

Remarks Before we proceed, one natural question to ask
here is that, how does this generative model assumption
circumvent the lower bound in Theorem 3.2? To answer
this question, note the following easy proposition:
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Proposition 4.1. Under the encoder-decoder generative as-
sumption, ∀i, j ∈ [K], dTV(DLi,L(L),DLj ,L(L)) = 0.

Proposition 4.1 holds because the marginal distribution
of the target language L under any pair of translation
task equals the pushforward of D(Z) under DL: ∀i ∈
[K],DLi,L(L) = DL]D(Z). Hence the lower bounds
gracefully reduce to 0 under our encoder-decoder gener-
ative process, meaning that there is no loss of translation
accuracy using universal language mapping.

4.2. Main Result: Translation between Arbitrary Pairs
of Languages

The main theorem we prove is that if the graph H capturing
the pairs of languages for which we have aligned corpora is
connected, given sufficiently many sentences for each pair,
we will learn encoder/decoders that perform well on the
unseen pairs. Moreover, we can characterize how good the
translation will be based on the distance of the languages in
the graph. Concretely:

Theorem 4.1 (Sample complexity under generative model).
Suppose H is connected. Furthermore, suppose the trained
{EL}L∈L satisfy

∀L,L′ ∈ H : ε̂S(EL, EL′) ≤ εL,L′ ,

for εL,L′ > 0. Furthermore, for 0 < δ < 1 suppose the num-
ber of sentences for each aligned corpora for each training

pair (L,L′) is Ω

(
1

ε2
L,L′
·
(
logN (F , εL,L′

16M ) + log(K/δ)
))

.

Then, with probability 1 − δ, for any pair of languages
(L,L′) ∈ L × L and L = L1, L2, . . . , Lm = L′ a
path between L and L′ in H , we have ε(EL, EL′) ≤
2ρ2

∑m−1
k=1 εLk,Lk+1

.

Remark We make several remarks about the theorem
statement. Note that the guarantee is in terms of translation
error rather than parameter recovery. In fact, due to the iden-
tifiability issue, we cannot hope to recover the ground truth
encoders {EL}L∈L: it is easy to see that composing all the
encoders with an invertible mapping f ∈ F and composing
all the decoders with f−1 ∈ F produces exactly the same
outputs.

Furthermore, the upper bound is adaptive, in the sense that
for any language pair (Li, Lj), the error depends on the
sum of the errors connecting (Li, Lj) in the translation
graph H . One can think naturally as the low-error edges as
resource-rich pairs: if the function class F is parametrized
by finite-dimensional parameter space with dimension p,
then using standard result on the covering number of finite-
dimensional vector space (Anthony & Bartlett, 2009), we
know that logN (F , ε

16M ) = Θ(p log(1/ε)); as a conse-
quence, the number of documents needed for a pair scales
as log(1/εL,L′)/ε2L,L′ .

2

⌃⇤
L

<latexit sha1_base64="yXldgTXzwEAIFXE46T7NaxvLxHk=">AAAEenicfZNbixoxFMezq2239rbbPvZlWFnoBUSL0Ba6sNAuWOjD1lV3WbWSyRw1mMtskvEW5lv0tf1e/S59aEYtaqQ9MHA4v3/OP5PkhDGj2pTLv/b2c/k7d+8d3C88ePjo8ZPDo6ctLRNFoEkkk+o6xBoYFdA01DC4jhVgHjK4CkcfM341BqWpFA0zi6HL8UDQPiXYuNJN55IOOO59+faqd1gsl8qLCHaTyiopolVc9I5yN51IkoSDMIRhrduVcmy6FitDCYO00Ek0xJiM8ADaLhWYg+7axZbT4MRVoqAvlfuECRbVzRUWc61nPHRKjs1Q+ywr/ouZIU/9Wuai02ARW8yJjZRMb6/I+u6W24npv+taKuLEgCDLv+gnLDAyyA43iKgCYtjMJZgo6g4iIEOsMDHuCgongW8R47lMC1sWHI9AScndSWFBgLkNCJgQyTkWke1QEaW2k60NQ/s59egE6GBo/gr6duILptM1nPpwNlvDmQ/n8zWc7/hO/uOpY7GiBDN7uYuNAthQNHxFrbZBaz4FpdyDsp0xVhBryqTwBJGboo0Gn/wGEfThNmtAspfsHqI49S1unSa1pxsST3E+jdfXcu471OtrWN+xN+PURr2lQHHbaKVp6qax4s/ebtJ6U6pUS++/VotnH1ZzeYCeo2P0AlXQW3SGaugCNRFBAn1HP9DP3O/8cf5l/vVSur+3WvMMbUW++geK0pQz</latexit>

L1

<latexit sha1_base64="7aIoB390EcUkDLFsMBTF3rCEAIc=">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</latexit>

L2

<latexit sha1_base64="lbGUVGuzjCvAnRs2TJjugWAbFoY=">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</latexit>

L3

<latexit sha1_base64="O7VdRUlxcm7E1hgoJQ/xMQM42sc=">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</latexit>

L4

<latexit sha1_base64="JnYosKGc2SqekynlUbscRvYBFbk=">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</latexit>

L5

<latexit sha1_base64="KIYwwxh6+183hniG4jt1vjzf+s8=">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</latexit>

L6

<latexit sha1_base64="wj11Av14DYsHiBRv8uUe/G/Vu58=">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</latexit>

Figure 3. A translation graph H over K = 6 languages. The
existence of an edge between a pair of nodes Li and Lj means
that the learner has been trained on the corresponding language
pair. In this example the diameter of the graph diam(H) = 4:
L3, L1, L4, L5, L6.

Furthermore, as an immediate corollary of the theorem,
if we assume εL,L′ ≤ ε for all (L,L′) ∈ H , we have
ε(EL, EL′) ≤ 2ρ2dL,L′ · ε, where dL,L′ is the length of the
shortest path connecting L and L′ in H . It also immedi-
ately follows that for any pair of languages L,L′, we have
ε(EL, EL′) ≤ 2ρ2diam(H) · ε where diam(H) is the di-
ameter of H – thus the intuitive conclusion that graphs that
do not have long paths are preferable.

The upper bound in Theorem 4.1 also provides a coun-
terpoint to the lower-bound, showing that under a gener-
ative model for the data, it is possible to learn a pair of
encoder/decoder for each language pair after seeing aligned
corpora only for a linear number of pairs of languages
(and not quadratic!), corresponding to those captured by
the edges of the translation graph H . As a final note, we
would like to point out that an analogous bound can be
proved easily for other losses like the 0-1 loss or the general
`p loss as well.

4.3. Proof Sketch of the Theorem

Before we provide the proof for the theorem, we first state
several useful lemmas that will be used during our analysis.

Concentration Bounds The first step is to prove a con-
centration bound for the translation loss metric on each pair
of languages. In this case, it will be easier to write the losses
in terms of one single function: namely notice that in fact
ε(EL, E

′
L) only depends onE−1

L′ ◦EL, and due to the group
structure, F 3 f := E−1

L′ ◦EL. To that end, we will abuse
the notation somewhat and denote ε(f) := ε(EL, E

′
L). The

following lemma is adapted from Bartlett (1998) where the
bound is given in terms of binary classification error while
here we present a bound using `2 loss. At a high level, the
bound uses covering number to concentrate the empirical
loss metric to its corresponding population counterpart.

Lemma 4.1. If S = {(xi, x′i)}ni=1 is sampled i.i.d. accord-
ing to the encoder-decoder generative process, the following
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bound holds:

Pr
S∼Dn

(
sup
f∈F
|ε(f)− ε̂S(f)| ≥ ε

)

≤ 2N (F , ε

16M
) · exp

( −nε2
16M4

)
.

This lemma can be proved using a ε-net argument with
covering number. With this lemma, we can bound the error
given by an empirical risk minimization algorithm:

Theorem 4.2. (Generalization, single task) Let S be a sam-
ple of size n according to our generative process. Then for
any 0 < δ < 1, for any f ∈ F , w.p. at least 1 − δ, the
following bound holds:

ε(f) ≤ ε̂S(f) +O

(√
logN (F , ε

16M ) + log(1/δ)

n

)
.

(7)

Theorem 4.2 is a finite sample bound for generalization on
a single pair of languages. This bound gives us an error
measure on an edge in the translation graph in Fig. 3. Now,
with an upper bound on the translation error of each seen
language pair, we are ready to prove the main theorem
(Theorem 4.1) which bounds the translation error for all
possible pairs of translation tasks:

Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, under the assump-
tion of Theorem 4.1, for any pair of language
(L,L′), we know that the corpus contains at least

Ω

(
1

ε2
L,L′
·
(
logN (F , εL,L′

16M ) + log(K/δ)
))

parallel sen-

tences. Then by Theorem 4.2, with probability 1 − δ, for
any L,L′ connected by an edge in H , we have

ε(EL, EL′) ≤ ε̂(EL, EL′)+εL,L′ ≤ εL,L′+εL,L′ = 2εL,L′ ,

where the last inequality is due to the assumption that
ε̂(EL, EL′) ≤ εL,L′ . Now consider any L,L′ ∈ L × L,
connected by a path

L′ = L1, L2, L3, . . . , Lm = L

of length at most m. We will bound the error

ε(EL, EL′) = ‖E−1
L′ ◦ EL −E−1

L′ ◦EL‖2`2(DL]D)

by a judicious use of the triangle inequality. Namely, let’s
denote

I1 := E−1
L1
◦ELm

,

Ik := E−1
L1
◦ ELk

◦E−1
Lk
◦ELm

, 2 ≤ k ≤ m− 1,

Im := E−1
L1
◦ ELm .

Then, we can write

‖E−1
L′ ◦ EL −E−1

L′ ◦EL‖`2(DL]D)

= ‖
m−1∑
k=1

Ik − Ik+1‖`2(DL]D)

≤
m−1∑
k=1

‖Ik − Ik+1‖`2(DL]D). (8)

Furthermore, notice that we can rewrite Ik − Ik+1 as

E−1
L1
◦ ELk

(
E−1
Lk
◦ELk+1

− E−1
Lk
◦ ELk+1

)
E−1
Lk+1

◦ELm .

Given that E−1
L1

and ELk
are ρ-Lipschitz we have

‖Ik − Ik+1‖`2(DL]D)

=
∥∥E−1

L1
◦ ELk

(
E−1

Lk
◦ ELk+1 −E−1

Lk
◦ELk+1

)∥∥
`2(DLk+1 ]

D)

≤ ρ2
∥∥(E−1

Lk
◦ ELk+1 −E−1

Lk
◦ELk+1

)∥∥
`2(DLk+1 ]

D)

≤ 2ρ2εLk,Lk+1 ,

where the first line is from the definition of pushforward
distribution, the second line is due to the Lipschitzness of
F and the last line follows since all (Lk, Lk+1) are edges
in H . Plugging this into (8), we have

‖E−1
L′ ◦ EL −E−1

L′ ◦EL‖`2(DL]D) ≤ 2ρ2
m∑
k=1

εLk,Lk+1
.

To complete the proof, realize that we need the events
|ε(Lk, Lk+1) − ε̂(Lk, Lk+1)| ≤ εLk,Lk+1

to hold simul-
taneously for all the edges in the graph H . Hence it suffices
if we can use a union bound to bound the failing probability.
To this end, for each edge, we amplify the success probabil-
ity by choosing the failure probability to be δ/K2, and we
can then bound the overall failure probability as:

Pr (At least one edge in the graph H fails to satisfy (7))

≤
∑

(i,j)∈H
Pr
(
|ε(Li, Lj)− ε̂(Li, Lj)| > εLi,Lj

)
≤

∑
(i,j)∈H

δ/K2

≤ K(K − 1)

2
· δ
K2

≤ δ.
The first inequality above is due to the union bound, and
the second one is from Theorem 4.2 by choosing the failing
probability to be δ/K2. �

4.4. Extension to Randomized Encoders and Decoders

Our discussions so far on the sample complexity under the
encoder-decoder generative process assume that the ground-
truth encoders and decoders are deterministic and bijective.
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This might seem to be a quite restrictive assumption, but
nevertheless our underlying proof strategy using transitions
on the translation graph still works in more general settings.
In this section we shall provide an extension of the previous
deterministic encoder-decoder generative process to allow
randomness in the generation process. Note that this ex-
tension simultaneously relaxes both the deterministic and
bijective assumptions before.

As a first step of the extension, since there is not a notion
of inverse function anymore in the randomized setting, we
first define the ground-truth encoder-decoder pair (EL,DL)
for a language L ∈ L.

Definition 4.2. Let Dr and Dr′ be two distributions over
random seeds r and r′ respectively. A randomized decoder
DLi

is a deterministic function that maps a feature z along
with a random seed r to a sentences in language Li. Simi-
larly, a randomized encoder ELi

maps a sentence x ∈ Σ∗Li

and a random seed r′ to a representation in Z . (ELi
,DLi

)
is called an encoder-decoder pair if it keeps the distribution
D over Z invariant under the randomness of Dr and Dr′ :

ELi ](DLi ](D ×Dr)×Dr′) = D, (9)

where we use D × D′ to denote the product measure of
distributions D and D′.
Just like the deterministic setting, here we still assume that
ELi

,DLi
∈ F where F is closed under function com-

position. Furthermore, in order to satisfy Definition 4.2,
we assume that ∀ DLi

∈ F , there exists a correspond-
ing ELi ∈ F , such that (ELi ,DLi) is an encoder-decoder
pair that verifies Definition 4.2. It is clear that the deter-
ministic encoder-decoder pair in Section 4.1 is a special
case of that in Definition 4.2: in that case DLi

= E−1
Li

so that ELi
◦ DLi

= idZ , the identity map over feature
space Z . Furthermore there is no randomness from r and
r′, hence the invariant criterion becomes ELi ]DLi ]D =
(ELi ◦DLi)]D = idZ ]D = D, which trivially holds.

The randomness mechanism in Definition 4.2 has several
practical implementations in practice. For example, the
denoising autoencoder (Vincent et al., 2008), the encoder
part of the conditional generative adversarial network (Mirza
& Osindero, 2014), etc. Again, in the randomized setting
we still need to have an assumption on the structure of F ,
but this time a relaxed one:

Assumption 4.2 (Smoothness and Boundedness). F is
bounded under the ‖ · ‖∞ norm, i.e., there exists M > 0,
such that ∀f ∈ F , ‖f‖∞ ≤ M . Furthermore, there ex-
ists 0 ≤ ρ < ∞, such that for ∀x, x′ ∈ Rd, ∀f ∈ F ,
‖EDr

[f(x, r)− f(x′, r)]‖2 ≤ ρ · ‖x− x′‖2.

Correspondingly, we also need to slightly extend our loss
metric under the randomized setting to the following:

ε(EL, DL′) := Er,r′‖DL′◦EL−DL′◦EL‖2`2(DL](D×Dr)),

where the expectation is taken over the distributions over ran-
dom seeds r and r′. The empirical error could be extended
in a similar way by replacing the population expectation
with the empirical expectation. With the above extended
definitions, now we are ready to state the following general-
ization theorem under randomized setting:

Theorem 4.3. (Sample complexity under generative model,
randomized setting) SupposeH is connected and the trained
{EL}L∈L satisfy

∀L,L′ ∈ H : ε̂S(EL, DL′) ≤ εL,L′ ,

for εL,L′ > 0. Furthermore, for 0 < δ < 1 suppose the num-
ber of sentences for each aligned corpora for each training

pair (L,L′) is Ω

(
1

ε2
L,L′
·
(
logN (F , εL,L′

16M ) + log(K/δ)
))

.

Then, with probability 1 − δ, for any pair of languages
(L,L′) ∈ L × L and L = L1, L2, . . . , Lm = L′ a
path between L and L′ in H , we have ε(EL, DL′) ≤
2ρ2

∑m−1
k=1 εLk,Lk+1

.

We comment that Theorem 4.3 is completely parallel to The-
orem 4.1, except that we use generalized definitions under
the randomized setting instead. Hence all the discussions
before on Theorem 4.1 also apply here.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we provided the first theoretical study on using
language-invariant representations for universal machine
translation. Our results are two-fold. First, we showed that
without appropriate assumption on the generative structure
of languages, there is an inherent tradeoff between learning
language-invariant representations versus achieving good
translation performance jointly in general. In particular, our
results show that if the distributions (language models) of
the target language differ between different translation pairs,
then any machine translation method based on learning
language-invariant representations is bound to achieve a
large error on at least one of the translation tasks, even with
unbounded computational resources.

On the positive side, we also show that, under appropriate
generative model assumption of languages, e.g., a typical
encoder-decoder model, it is not only possible to recover
the ground-truth translator between any pair of languages
that appear in the parallel corpora, but also we can hope
to achieve a small translation error on sentences from un-
seen pair of languages, as long as they are connected in the
so-called translation graph. This result holds in both deter-
ministic and randomized settings. In addition, our result
also characterizes how the relationship (distance) between
these two languages in the graph affects the quality of trans-
lation in an intuitive manner: a graph with long connections
results in a poorer translation.
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